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요 약

Edge detection is an important process in low level image processing. But many proposed methods for edge detection are not very robust to the image noise and are not flexible for different images. To solve the both problems, an algorithm is proposed which eliminate the noise by mean shift algorithm in advance, and then adaptively determine the double thresholds based on gradient histogram and minimum interclass variance. With this algorithm, it can fade out almost all the sensitive noise and calculate the both thresholds for different images without necessity to setup any parameter artificially, and choose edge pixels by fuzzy algorithm.
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I. Introduction

In a digital image, the boundary of objects contains much information, although just include limited pixels. Therefore edge detection is the significant and hard issue in image processing, image analysis and computer vision domain. Hitherto the Canny algorithm may be the most suitable method among the other plenty methods. However, there are at least two disadvantages impact the final effect deeply, one is noise influence, the other is the both thresholds of edge point filter set artificially. For the same image, based on different circumstances, the results represent absolutely different. But for the different images, need intentionally set different thresholds almost. So that there are many masters research building thresholds method thorough the world [1][2][3], and bring the alleged self adaptive method but also need set the scale coefficient of threshold, can’t shrug off the human factor.

Thereby, there is an approach try to get rid of human factor influence and select the most suitable both thresholds automatically hinge on the gradient histogram and interclass variance. By besides, fade out the noise in advance by mean shift smoothing algorithm.

II. Edge Detection Using Mean Shift Smoothing

The mean shift algorithm is a method finds the cluster center by constantly iterating. Its basic idea is moving a shift window on the gradient direction of the feature space. Take briefly explanation of clustering problem. Given a set of data points \( x \) in a \( d \)-dimensional Euclidean space \( \mathbb{R}^d \), assign a label \( l \) to each point \( x \) based on proximity to high density regions in the space. see the following diagram
III. Edge Detection After Smooth Formality

The original Canny algorithm adopts the finite differential of adjacent area’s first partial derivative to calculate the data matrix \( f(x,y) \)’s gradient amplitude and orientation. The partial derivative of \( x \) and \( y \)’s 2 matrices, which are \( P_x[I,J] \) and \( P_y[I,J] \):

\[
P_x[I,J] = (I[I,J+1] - I[I,J]) + (I[I+1,J+1] - I[I+1,J])/2,
\]
\[
P_y[I,J] = (I[I,J+1] - I[I+1,J]) + (I[I+1,J+1] - I[I+1,J+1])/2.
\]

Pixel's gradient amplitude and orientation use convert formula rectangular to polar to figure out: the gradient amplitude is \( M[I,J] = \sqrt{P_x[I,J]^2 + P_y[I,J]^2} \), and the gradient orientation is \( \theta[I,J] = \text{atan}(P_y[I,J]/P_x[I,J]) \).

Then in order to extract the single pixel thick edge, we have to make out thinned amplitude image. However, near the position of maxima \( M[I,J] \) will appear ridge: maintaining the maxima regional change point of amplitude can determine the edge position precisely, and this procedure is the alleged non-maxima suppression. In this section, the Canny algorithm use the magnitude of \( 3x3, 8 \) directions adjacent area interpolate all pixels of amplitude matrix \( M[I,J] \) along the gradient direction. On every point, compare the adjacent area center pixel \( M[I,J] \) with the two interpolation result along the gradient direction. If adjacent area center point’s amplitude \( M[I,J] \) is not larger than both interpolation results, assign the edge sing corresponding to \( M[I,J] \). This procedure details the ridge into one pixel magnitude, and maintains the gradient amplitude at
the same time.

After the above steps, we have to determine the double thresholds and connect the edge. Undergone the non-maxima suppression and set both high threshold \( H_u \) and low threshold \( H_l \) for the sub-image \( n_u, l \) of gradient histogram. assign zero to the pixel whose gray vale is less than the threshold, then get two edge images \( T_u, l \) and \( T_l, l \). The \( T_u, l \) who through high threshold include very few fake edges, while \( T_l, l \) is opposition, consist of detail information but many more fake edges. Therefore combine both of them can get plausible edge (7).

According to these descriptions, the both thresholds determination can’t refrain from the effect of personal factor, so need some method can absolutely exclude the personal factor and automatically determine the thresholds hinge on different images. Inspired by the Otsu’s method (6), adopt the improved approach which based on gradient amplitude histogram and interclass variance to make out the both thresholds and then undertake non-maxima suppression to select the proper points, accomplish edge detection finally.

The gradient amplitude through non-maxima suppression is compose of L level, module maxima separate into three classes: \( C_i = C_1, C_2, C_3 \). \( C_i \) class is the pixel that didn’t belong to edge, \( C_2 \) class is the pixel belong to edge, \( C_3 \) class include the rest limbo pixels. Assume \( n \) is the amount of pixels whose modulus is \( r \), \( P \) is the ratio of this kind of pixel to the whole pixels: \( P = \frac{n}{N}, N \geq 0, \sum P = 1 \), let \( C_1 \) include the pixels whose modulus is \( 0\mu \rightarrow 1 \), \( C_2 \) include the pixels whose modulus is \( k+k+1\rightarrow n-1 \), \( C_3 \) include the pixels whose modulus is \( m+1,m+2\cdots \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_1 &= \frac{\sum P \mu(\mu)}{\sum P}, \\
\mu_2 &= \frac{\sum P \mu(\mu)}{\sum P}, \\
\mu_3 &= \frac{\sum P \mu(\mu)}{\sum P},
\end{align*}
\]

Propose the evaluate function based on gradient amplitude histogram and minimized interclass variance determine the two thresholds:

\[
J(k, u) = \arg \min (\sigma^2) = \arg \min (\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 + \sigma_3^2).
\]

Minimized interclass variance reflects the difference between the different classes should be minima. Through this procedure convert itself into first order statistical data, get the result has the advantages that easy to figure out and code out. There is the inference:

\[
\begin{align*}
J(k, m) &= \int (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \rightarrow \int (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \rightarrow \int (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \rightarrow \int (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \\
\frac{\partial J(k, m)}{\partial k} &= (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \rightarrow (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \\
&\rightarrow \mu(k, m) \int (g - g_k) P; (g - g_k) P; (g - g_k) P; (g - g_k) P.
\end{align*}
\]

From mathematical statistics we know that: if \( \int (g - g_k) P; \mu \rightarrow 0 \), then

\[
\frac{\partial J(k, m)}{\partial k} = (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P; \mu \rightarrow (\mu - \mu_k)^2 P;
\]

Let \( \frac{\partial J(k, m)}{\partial k} = 0 \), and simplify the equation then get

\[
2k - \mu_k = \mu(k, m) \rightarrow \mu, \quad 2m = \mu(k, m) \rightarrow \mu.
\]

From the above proof process, get the results that \( \mu \) is the most suitable extreme points for split. After that use fuzzy control method filter the pixel between the both thresholds.

When adopting both thresholds to filter the maximum modulus undergo non-maxima suppression, fade out the point whose modulus is less than the low threshold as the non boundary point, while maintain the point that is large than the high threshold as the boundary point. But the pixel between the both thresholds can’t decide. Because there is one regional peak in any boundary and its vertical direction, hence decide whether the maximum modulus between both thresholds is the boundary or not. According to some point maximum modulus direction, determine the direction of boundary, and select its line adjacent area at boundary vertical direction, there are two pixels on this point’s every side. If its maximum modulus is the most among its adjacent area, it is boundary.
point, otherwise is not. Using fuzzy control algorithm extract the pixel between the thresholds, set up membership function depending on maximum modulus $M^f_s(x,y)$, and undertake edge extraction and connection:

$$\mu(M^f_s(x,y)) = \begin{cases} 
1, & M^f_s(x,y) \geq m, \\
0, & 0 < M^f_s(x,y) \leq k, \\
\left[1+(q_{max}-M^f_s(x,y))^\alpha\right]^{-1}, & k < M^f_s(x,y) < m. 
\end{cases}$$

The $s_{max}$ is the largest one among the 5 pixels which perpendicular to edge direction. And the membership show that, if the maximum modulus of decision point is not the largest among the adjacent area, this point must not belong to the edge; if it is, it belongs to the edge definitely [9].

IV. Conclusion

Take experiment to compare the original Canny method with the enhanced method, the different between results are absolutely obvious.

The original image The original Canny method with scale coefficient 0.5, 0.8 set by human.

Then enhanced Canny method with mean shift smoothing and self adaptive thresholds selection.

The edge extraction method mentioned in this paper is better depicting the contour of the main objects, and the automatically selected thresholds are suitable for human vision system.
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